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Executive Secretary
1. European Economic Community - common tariff (L/1479) (cont'd)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that when discussions had closed on the previous day,
there were still delegates who wished to speak on this subject.

Mr. LACARTE (Uruguay) referred to part 9 of Arinex C to document L/1479,
which consisted of tables prepared by his delegation on the principal Uruguayan
experts to the EEC. In the opinion of his delegation the effect of the common
external trariff was equivalent to a 12 per cent rise in duties. This was,
however, not the full picutre. Negotiations under Article XXIV:6 had revealed
a fundamental imbalance. This was specifically recognized by the EEC, as shown
in the document prepared at the end of these negotiations. The EEC had hoped
that action could be taken before the expiry of the period laid down in their
agreement on Article XXIV:6. This agreement had been signed in June, but since
then there had been no further offer from the EEC. Products affected accounted
for some 40 per cent of Uruguayan experts to, the member countries of the EEC.
The commitments which had been assumed by the EEC affected only a srnall part of
the relevant trade. His delegation had no guarantees on imports by the EEC
above the quota which was under discussion. He drew attention to the large
difference between the amount of the tariff quota and the normal volume of trade,
and said that his delegation could net fail to note and to share the fears of
self-sufficiency, mentioned by other delegations.
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As far as his delegation was concerned he just go on record as saying that
the EEC external tariff did not conform to Article XXIV:5(a), no matter which
of the interpretations of this article contained in document L/1479 was used.

Mr. CORKERY (Australia) recalled that the examination so far undertaken
had only covered a part of the examination necessary under Article XXIV. The
Working Party of the Tariff Negotiations Committee in its report, pointed out
that it had not been concerned with the other regulations of commerce mentioned
in paragraph 5(a), and said that, even with regard to the common external tariff,
more information on agricultural products was also necessary. He wished to
refer to the statement which his delegation had made at the last Council meeting,
which was contained in document C/M/8. The required information on these as-
pects of Article XXIV was not yet available. He wished merely to state that
the exercise remained incomplete and that at some future time contracting
parties might wish to revert to this question.

Mr. TENNEKOON (Ceylon) said that the Working Party had considered the
arguments for and against an arithmetic as opposed to a weighted average, andthose
over legal and applied rates in document L/l479. His delegation considered
that a weighted average should be used in this context and regretted that the
EEC had not supplied information on applied rates. With the information before
them, other contracting parties had corne to the conclusion that the external
tariff was in general higher in its effect than those duties in force in indivi-
dual member countries on 1 January 1957. Contracting parties who had raised
legal issues were prepared to lay them aside and. adopt a pragmatic approach,
and the EEC should adopt a similar attitude. The General Agreement was based
on rules of non-dicrimination and most-favoured-nation treatment. Customs
unions and free trade areas were departures from these rules. The onus was
on those who departed from the rule to satisfy the CONTRACTING PARTIES that they
followed the procedures and rules of GATT. The basic aims of the GATT should
be in the forefront of the considerations which animate the Community. There
was a fear, however, that the EEC would be inward-looking. Mr. Tennekoon
said that in particular the tea producing countries had been adversely affected
by the common external tariff. The Netherlands, which was the largest market
for tea in the EEC, had had a duty of 10 per cent. Under a common externa'
tariff it was now to be 18 per cent, but this was not the whole picture, as
internal fiscal levies were also applied to imports of tea. The Haberler
report had referred to these as "disguised reinforcement of customs duties".
The Federal Republic of Germany, the second largest market in the EEC, had
reduced its tariff from 52 per cent to 18 per cent, but the difference between
these two rates had been added to internal taxation. He proposed that the
negotiation procedure for revenue duties contained in the Havana Charter,
should be taken over by the GATT. The second part of the Tariff Conference
had not brought satisfactory results. His delegation hoped that results could
be obtained by a more realistic attitude to the common external tariff. He
concluded by recommending that the EEC should produce the statistics required
by the Working Party, and that the matter should be taken up again at the
twentieth session.
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Mr. SVEC (Czechoslovakia) associated himself with the previous speakers
who had regretted that no satisfactory solution had yet been found. He
believed that this question was very important, particularly if one took
into account the fact that other contracting parties might join the EEC.
There was a certain danger, he said, that while discussing thelegal and
statistical questions sight would be lost of the main economic question
which was that barriers should not be raised to the trade of third countries.
He felt that the member countries of the Community would have greatly facili-
tated the task of the CONTRACTING PARTIES in this tatter if they had shown
greater understanding for the trade interests of other contracting parties,
especially on the most important items of traditional trade. Much had been
left to the Dillon round, but little had been heard of its progress. He
expressed the hope that the EEC member countries would demonstrate an interest
by the expansion of their trade with third countries which would contribute
to diminishing the legal problem of the examination of the common tafiff
under Article XXIV:5(a).

Mr. GAUHAR (Pakistan) said that paragraph 16 of document L/1479 stated
the present position which was a deadlock. The Working Party had noted
that the general incidence of the common tariff on imports into the EEC
from third countries was lower than the general incidence of legal or bound
tariff rates in the member States on 1 Januarv 1957, but members of the
Working Party, other than the representatives of the Commission of the EEC
and its member States, noted that the general incidence of the common tariff
seemed to be higher than the general incidence of the tariff rates actually
encountered by experters to the EEC from third countries on 1 January 1957.
The available material had been carefully examined, and his delegation felt
that to postpone the item and to hope for developments would not be an
acceptable course of action. He regretted to note the position of the
Commission of the EEC, as stated in paragraph 13 of document L/1479 that
it did not consider that duties actually charged were relevant and did not
accordingly think it necessary or desirable to supply information on them.
It was, he said, for the Working Party and later for the CONTRACTING PARTIES
to decide on the relevance of these duties and not for a party to the dispute.
He submitted that it was both necessary and desirable for the full facts to
be placed before the CONTRACTING PARTIES; he reminded the Community that the
type of information requested was not covered by the security exceptions con-

tained in Article XXI of the GATT. The Commission, however, had taken up a
definite stand, and it must be accepted that the information would not be
supplied. A judgement must be made on the basis of the available facts.
He submitted that the Working Party had totaken a decision and that the finding
should be adopted even though the Commission of the EEC and the member States
had not agreed to it.

Mr. MARTINS (Austria) said that his delegation still felt that a compari-
son of the common tariff with the individual tariffs of the EEC member countries
must be carried out in accordance with Article XXIV:5(a). His delegation was
fully aware of all the questions involved, but pointed out that the tariff
negotiations were still going on and that the results of these negotiations
were not yet available. He hoped that these results would be encouraging.
The CONTRACTING PARTIES should continue their examination of the problem
when the results were known, and discussion should be deferred until the
next session.+
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Mr. LERENA (Argentina) recalled that since the eighteenth session there
had been a fundamental difference of opinion on Article XXIV:5(a). At the
recent Council meeting it had been pointed out that the problem was of a legal
nature and that statistical exercises were irrelevant. The facts were that
the exports of the less-developed countries were suffering; their exports
continued to meet tariff barriers. Agricultural policies were also restrictive,
and non-tariff measures distorted the questions examined under Article XXIV:5(a).
The agricultural exports of his country to the EEC were of great importance to
Argentina, and he expressed concern that the incidence of the common external
tariff was much higher than had been the tariffs of the individual member
countries which were their main markets. As a result of protectionist policy,
surpluses might grow in Europe which would bring about a further imbalance in
the markets, which would lead to further restriction in the volume of all trade.
He hoped that the ministerial meeting would lead to more effective measures in
accordance with the principles of GATT.

Mr. EVANS (United States) said that the situation which had existed at the
time of previous discussions had not altered in one respect. There would be
no profit in taking the legal issues further in a working party, nor was further
statistical study likely to be fruitful. The position on the common external
tariff and on the other regulations of commerce was not yet known. His
delegation felt, therefore, that the question should be kept open, and that
when the relevant facts became available the CONTRACTING PARTIES should examine
the height of the common external tariff and the other regulations of commerce.

Mr. GARCIA OLDINI (Chile) said that the crux of the matter was whether
legal or effective duties should be used in examination under Article XXIV:5).
The Working Party had unfortunately stated that it was incompetent to come to a
conclusion on this question.

The immediate problem, he said, was a different one. He had frequently
referred to Article XXIV:4; most contracting parties had agreed that the key
to the solution was to be found there. It was not conceivable to have a
common market or free trade area which would not take into account the harm
which could result for third countries. The vital interests of a sizeable
number of countries, in particular under-developed countries, had been affected
by the way in which the EEC had set up its tariffs. The EEC had not done
enough on this crucial economic and political problem although many countries
had made complaints. The EEC should abandon statistical calculations and at
the ministerial meeting should give proof that it was able toadopt a political
point of view and should take into account the vulnerable position of other
contracting parties.

Mr. CAMPBELL-SMITH (Canada) said that in the view of his delegation it
did not yet appear possible to make a judgment on the report of the Working
Party, as the results of the Tariff Conference were not yet finally determined.
He associated himself with other delegations in proposing that the item should
be retained on the agenda until those results were known, as they could affect
the assessment to be made.

Mr. HIJZEN (Commission of the EEC) said that he did not wish to repeat
legal arguments. The EEC was still of the opinion that it could comply with
all the provisions of the General Agreement, and that the common external
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tariff conformed with both the letter and the spirit of Article XXIV:5.
Paragraph 5 must not, Lowever, be confused with paragraph 6. An argument
founded on Article XXIV:6 could not be taken to confirm an argument based on
XXIV:5. Some contracting parties had said that the common tariff had caused
rnuch harm; to say that the common tariff was too high could be accepted as a
starting point. The Community had offered to make a linear reduction, with
certain exceptions, of 20 per cent in the common tariff. Other contracting
parties should also make reductions in their tariffs. The observer for Senegal
had given some figures, increased imports of primary products into the EEC, he
had said, were in fact higher from non--associated countries than from the
associated overseas territories. In conclusion he said that net only the EEC
but all contracting parties must adopt a pragmatic point of view in dealing with
these problems.

Mr. VALLADAO (Brazil) notee that some speakers had proposed to deter their
examination to a future session. This course of action had serious inconveni-
ences for the problem had alreadybeenin existence for a long time. The report
of the Working Party had shown that, for Brazil, the incidence of the common
tariff on four products which accounted for 75 per cent of Brazil's exports to
the EEC and for 80 per cent of negotiated concessions was higher by some $7
million than the incidence of the tariffs of the individual member countries.
The representative of the EEC had spoken of the legal aspects of Article XXIV,
and had said that the EEC had adopted a pragmatic point of view on problems
raised by the Rome Treaty. The representative of the EEC should recall certain
facts. When the Brazilian delegation had negotiated under Article XXIV:6, it
had told the EEC that its difficulties were twofold. This constituted a threat
to Brazil's exports to its traditional markets in the EEC which had been recog-
nized by the Chairman of the Commission in a speech made on 17 May 1961.
Secondly, difficulties would be caused by the rate fixed for EEC imports from
the associated overseas territories. The CONTRACTING PARTIES had decided to
examine the Rome Treaty under several different headings. The problem of the
associated overseas territories was to be set aside until later. The problem
of the associated overseas territories was not inconsiderable. It seemed that
the pragmatic approach worked in favour of one party He appealed to the EEC
to recognize these problems. The representative of the EEC had spoken of the
advantages which would accrue from the 20 per cent linear cut. This cut,
however, did not cover agricultural products, which were of primary importance
to his country. He hoped that certain contracting parties would gain something
from the 20 per cent reduction.

He supported the proposal that during the ministerial meeting the question
of the EEC common tariff should be examined in detail so that possible courses
of action could be explored. He urged the EEC to consider this. It would
be for the wellbeing of contracting parties placed in a similar position to that
of Brazil, and would be of utility to the EEC because it would increase the
confidence placed in the Community.
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the eighteenth sessionandagainatthisatthissession of hearing a full debate on
the report L/1479 submitted bythe Tariff c bcd:t; bncs Committee. The questions
consideredwereof sucha naturethatneither the Committee norCONTRACTING
PARTIES had beenabIeto settletheissues U,,c iî 1*:ivs, outsomecontractingparties
considered thatit was inopportune at this sessionto attemptto come to any final
decisions and had suggestedthattheitem be retainforfurther
discussion. Further, itwould be noted ( . -might
wslh to take uponafuture occasionthe matter of "other 1i* of come
merce". Mr:PARINDE(Nigeria)recalledthatatthepreviousmeetinghehadmen-
tioned that the report ibdicated s look on the legal problem and he had adked
the Executive Secretary whether any similar i ,'.' 5 5hadbeenCOi5t5TC.u Pre-
viously in an international organisation n., if cc, .O'. the metter had been
dealt with.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that he was nocertain whether situationsexactly parallelto the present one had arisenin other international organiza-
tions where there had been abasicdisagreementc between parties to an inter-
national agreement as to the interpretationof one ofits basic provisions . It
was clear, however, that incircumstances of that kindit would be appropriate
for the organization to referthe matter to the International Court of Justice
for an advisory opinion, but this faculty was only available to certain inter-
national organozations, specificaIlythosewhich directly dependent upon the
United Nations. However, this sort of problem had beenenvisaged in the past,
specifically in the context of the General Agreement, and thedecision of the
CONTRACTINGPARTIES on this points,which hethought had not been challenged, was
that it was within thefunctions of theCONTRACTINGPARTIES, acting jointly
under Article XXV, to interprest the Agreementwhenever they saqfit. It would
be open for any government which disagreed with an interpretation to take the
dispute which had given rise to the interpretationto the International Court
of Justice, although neither a government nor the CONTRACTING PARTIES acting
jointly could takea ruling of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES to the Court.

Mr FARINDE (Nigeria) said that, while agreing that an examination of the
common externaltariff under iArticleXXIV:5(a) should be postponed, his
delegation was concerned as to the terms on whichthis matter would be examined
in the future. The delegateof Pakistan had already drawn attention to the
Community's unilateral decision astowhat could be examined by the CONTRATING

PARTIES. Mr. Farinde said that he wished to know how the CONTRACTING PARTIES
should interpret the word "applicable"as appearingin paragraph 5(a) of
Article XXIV. It was the viewof his delegation that theVONTRACTING PARTlES

could tackle this problem during the present session although the results of
the tariff negotiations thad not yet been known. Further, they could decide
whether any contracting party could unilaterally make a decision as to the
type of information thatshould bemadeavailable to the CONTRACTINGPARTIES.
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The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that he was not as optimistic as some
with regard to the usefulness of discussion on matters of interpretation.
He felt that the situation as it now existed was not one that was in the
minds of the drafters of Article XXIV and for that reason he was doubtful
whether a strictly legal approach would carry the matter any further. He
wished to repeat an opinion he had expressed previously that a more
practical approach rather than a juridical one would be more fruitful.
Paragraph 5(a) of Article XXIV related only to the general incidence of
the common tariff and not to the incidence of the tariff on particular
products. Much of the discussion had been concentrated on problems arising
for contracting parties which had a limited range of products for export
and where the incidence of the common tariff duties on those products was
higher than the average incidence of the tariff on those products of the
individual members of the EEC. This, of course, was not a problem to be
dealt with under paragraph 5(a) of Article XXIV, which referred to the general
incidence of the tariff and not the incidence of the tariff on particular
products. The Executive Secretary said that if it was so desired he would
be prepared to place an opinion before the CONTRACTING PARTIES on the legal
implications of Article XXIV which would be directed solely to questions under
paragraph 5(a) relating to the general incidence of the common tariff. If
it were desired this opinion could be discussed during the remaining
meetings of the present session or at the twentieth session.

Mr. FARINDE (Nigeria) thanked the Executive Secretary and said that
it was now before the CONTRACTING PARTIES to decide whether they wished to
discuss the matter in this light during the present session or at the
twentieth session.

Mr. VALLADAO (Brazil) said that he had followed with interest the
remarks made by the Nigerian delegate and had shared some of his apprehensions
as to the future examination of this problems by the CONNTRACTING PARTIES.
In his view it would seem that it was not possible to go into a close examina-
tion of all the juridical aspects of this problem at the present session.
This did not mean, however, that his delegation was not aware of the serious
issues raised by Nigeria. The Brazilian delegate then suggested that an
item be included in the agenda for the next session relating to the inter-
pretation of Article XXIV for the purpose of the examination of the common
tariff.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that in his opinion there would be advan-
tage in the further discussion of this problem only if the problem itself
were defined more precisely. The first question was the interpretation
and application of Article XXIV:5(a). He had already offered to place
before the CONTRACTING PARTIES an objective juridical opinion. In that
case he suggested that the item should appear on the agenda specifically as
the interpretation and application of Article XXIV:5(a). Theother serious
problems which were raised concerning the impact of the common tariff on
particular products had nothing to do with Article XXIV:5(a); this question
should be kept clearly distinct from the first. The conclusion of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES when they considered the Rome Treaty clearly indicated
that all the procedures of the General Agreement, such as those of
Article XXIII, were available to contracting parties to deal with any
damage resulting from the application of the Rome Treaty. It was also
indicated in the same reference that it was open to the six members of the
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EEC in any matters brought forward under these procedures to advance, if they
wished to do so, their rights under Article XXIV to justify actions which
were complained of as causing damage. The Executive Secretary said that
there would be serious difficulties unless these matters were handled in
accordance with strict procedures and unless issues which were clearly
separable were dealt with independently. Summarizing the situation, the
Executive Secretary suggested that in response to the request of Brazil,
either later in the session or at the next session, an item should be
included in the agenda, in two parts. The first would relate strictly to
the juridical question of the interpretation and application of Article XXIV:5(a)
and the second would give an opportunity to those contracting parties, which
felt that they were suffering through the application of the Treaty of Rome,
or were damaged or were being seriously threatened with damage to their exporting
interests, to bring points for discussion in accordance with the accepted pro-
cedures of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

Mr. LACARTE (Uruguay) said that he completely shared the view expressed
by the Executive Secretary. In his opinion it was a most logical and sensible
approach and the suggestions required serious consideration by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES.

Mr. HIJZEN (Commission of the EEC) said that he agreed with the view
expressed by the Executive Secretary that the problem should be clearly defined.
He had been of the understanding that the first point referred to by the
Executive Secretary pertaining to Article XXIV:5(a), was the only point under
discussion as an item on the agenda for the present session. He wished to
point out that while contracting parties who felt that their interests were

being damaged might be quite free to request the inclusion of another item on
the agenda of the CONTRACTING PARTIES, this did not mean that the item would
be automatically included.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that it would be open to any contracting
party to invoke paragraph (f) of the conclusions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES
which were approved at the thirteenth session when the Treaty of Rome was
considered (BISD Seventh Supplement, page 71). It followed that such a

request would be included if any contracting party alleged damage or threat
of darnage arising from action taken by member States of the EEC.

The CHAIRMAN said that it was recognized that this item should be retained
on the agenda for the next meeting in order to deal with the interpretation of
Article XXIV:5(a). It would be possible for any contracting party who wished
to do so to request the inclusion in the agenda of a subsequent meeting, points
of the kind just discussed or any other in which they might feel that they had
a certain right.

This was agreed.
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2. Application of Article XXXV to Japan (L/1545)

TheCHAIRMAN said that atthe eighteebth session the CONTRACTlNG
PARTIES had appointed a working party to conduct a review under paragraph 2
of Article XXXV of the operation of that Article with respect to Japan.
The Working, Party had met during the intersessional period and its report
had been distributed in document L/1545. The Chairman then called on
the Executive Secretory who had presided at the meetings of the Working
Party to present the report.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that the Working Party had been seriously
conscious of the great importance of the tusk entrusted to it because of the
importance of this subject which, in one form or another, had been before
the CONTRACTING PARTIES for many years. The Working Party was awarethat
its report would form the basis of review by the CONTRACTING PARTIES and
also strongly influuence such recommendnation as the CONTRACTING PARTIES saw
fit to make in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article XXXV.
Thus the first act of the Working Party was to conduct a searching and
careful examination of the facts and the sitfbcri. A paper on the origin
of ArticleXXXV anda factual account of its application in thecase ofJapan
had been prepared by the secretariat for the Working Party. In another
secretariat paper informationwas madeavailable onthe trading relationships
between Japan and the contracting parties which had invoked Article XXXV
against that country. These documents were subjected to a sc-rcJin- :analysis
and the Working Party had the advantage of further facts and information
furnished in the course of the discussion by the countries concerned and by
Japan. The availability of such detailed information had enabled the
Working Party to include in its report a review of the facts.

The Executive Secretary said that the significant points which had
emerged from a consideration of the facts were that, of the fourteen countries
which had invoked Article XXXV against Japanonly two withheld most-favoured-
nation customs treatment from that courtry. Secondly, the Working Party
observed that with respect to import restrictions and controls there, were
great variations in the regimesapplied to Japanese exports by the different
countries invoking the Article; these various regimes were described in
some detail in the review ofthefacts. Another important fact brought out
in the discussion was that in no case had arrangements, between Japan and the
country invoking Article XXXV resulted in Japan givingmore favourable treat-
ment to such a country then to any other Contracting; party to theGeneral

Agreement. In the report the Working Party had set out its conclusions on
the examination of theeffects of Article XXXV on the trade of Japan, and
noted that the invocation of thisArticle as such did not necessarily con-
stitute an inhibition to the expansion of tradebetween the countries
concerned; however, where Japanese exports were faced with such restric-
tions not applicable to other countries, imports from Japan would tend
to stay of a relatively lower level or to increase at a slower rate compared
to imports from other sources. The Working Party had also thought it
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appropriate net toconfine its attention entirely to countries whichwere
invokinArticle XXXB. It was moted that in somecases countries, not
lnvoking ArticleXXXV did not in fact extendto Japanese goods equalityof
import licensing treatment;even where such restrictions were applied,
in some cases Japan had undertaken to exercise voluntary restraint onits
experts of limited number of products to markets of contractingparties
not invoking Airticle XXXV.

The Executive Secretary drew attentiontothe observations of some
members of theWorkingParty that the aparent severity of suchan extreme
measure as the invocation of Article XXXVwas out of prepertion tothe fears
which in some cases were at the basis 0f the decision to invoke that Article.
The Working Party had also observed thatin the case of some countries the
decision to disinvokeArticle XXXV would invokethese countries satisfying
themselves, having regard to the trading system operated by Japan, that the
application of previsions of the General Agreement would in practice afferd
non-discriminatery access to the experts of the disinnvoking curltry. The
executive Secretary said that it could be noted that some membersof the
Working Party had laid emphasis on the facton the right of countries
to useArticle XXXV could not be questioned, neverthaless it was a fact that
restrictionsmaintained under coverof the invocation of Article XXXV not
only affected the trade of thetwo countriesdirectly concerned, but also
created problems for third countries. TheWorkingParty's general considera-
tions echoed the view that the atmosphereof uncertainty created by the lack
of centractual GATT rellations between Japan and a number of important
countries had had inhibiting effects on Japan'sexports to some markets.

The Executive Secretary drew attention to the remarksmade by the Working
Party regarding therelevance of Article XXXV to the effectsbeingmade by
Japan to proceed towrds a rapid dismantlingof its impert restrictions con-
sistent with its obligations under the GeneralAgreement as its balance-of-
payments position improved. The Working Party, basing itself on these various
considerations,came to the viewthat there would be advantage notonly from
the point of viewof Japan but for contrating parties generally if the
possibility of disinvoking Article XXXV with respect to Japan was further
explered by thecontracting parties concerned. It had been recognized that
becausetheproblems arising indiffrrentcases were somewhat differeent in
character, the solutions might have to be sought in bilateral negotiations,
but that in turn the results of thesebilateral negotiations might be such
as to requirement action by the CONTRACTING PARTIES acting jointly. The Working
Party felt it appropriate to refer in this connexion to the fact that the
CONTRACTING PATIES would review thewholequestion in the light of the
report of the WorkingParty.
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The Executive Secretary there turned to the views expressed by the
Working Party on the invocation of Article XXXV by countries acceding to
the General Agreement, and recalled that theCommittee had considered this
matter with respect todifferent types of cases. Firstinthe case of
a former dependent territory of acontractingparty which had become a
contracting partyin itsown might through the automatic procedures of
paragraph 5(c, of Article XXXV, it appeared to the working Party that many
countries inthi situation had felt thattheinvocation of Article XXXV
against Japan was eI rCmt:l C Such countries had apparently felt them-
selves compelled tocometo a haty decision and had confirmed toappli-
cation of ArticleXXXV incases where it had been previously invoked by
the rnetropolitanterritory on their behalf. The Working Party pointed
out thatfrom a legalpoint of view and in their view it did not seem
necessary for countries thus acceding to make an immediate decision of
that kind. The Working Party had found it necessary to point out to
such a country that such decisions should only be made after a careful
examination of the situation in the light of its own circumstances as
an independent country.This was an important consideration since the
applicationof Article XXXV by the metropolitan country might have been
occasioned by circumstances arisinginthe metropolitan territory itself
and might notrelatetoeoconmic considerations in the dependant territory.

As regards those countries acceding under Article XXXIII, the
WorkingParty had recorded that there would of course be no question as
to the rightof any accending country under Article XXXIII, exercising the
rigbt to invoke Article XXXV, but nevertheless as the Japanese representative
had pointed out in the discussions, the very fact that Article XXXV was so
widely used gave rise to the feelingthat the invocation of this Article
on accession as on accepted practice, and that it was appropriate to carry
out special negotiations with Japan intended to obtain considerations or
advantagewhich went beyond the normal rights and obligations under the
General Agreement. It was to be c;ced that before on acceding country
came to final decision on this matter opportunity would be afforded
to the Japanese Government for an exchange of views.

The Executive Secretary referred the CONTRACTING PARTIES to an
insertion in the report by certain countries in which they stated that
for juridical andconstitutional reasons they found it necessary to
state that when the Working Party report was discussed at the nineteenth
session their delegations right wish to comment further on certain recom-
mendations.

The executive Secretary expressed the hope that the Working Party's
report would provide a suitable basis for discussion and that theCONTRACTING
PARTIES during the review of this matter would give serious consideration
to the formulation of appropriate recommendations.

Mr. HAGUIWARA (Japan referred to the statement made by the Chairman
at the commencement of the present session on the application of Artice XXXV
to Japan. The Japanese delegate said that this problem was one of the major
issues facing the CONTRACTING PARTIES at the nineteenthsession.
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He recalled thatat thesevemteenth session, hehadrequested thatthe

problem be reviewed by the CONTRACTING PARTIES and was happy to note from
document L/1545 thatthe WorkingParty had conducted itstaskto sucha
purpose.Hesaid that he had :Usreid a great ofconstractive rv*,:a. s; ic
in the Working Party isrepeat and claim that something more should
be added. It wasobjective and comprehensive, but his delegation still
entertained a certain apprehension thatsomeof the tr', parties
would tend to think of the problem ashaving been disposed of solely by
the submission of the Working Party's report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES
Mr. Haguiware said that it was admitted that this problem involvednet
only Japan but all Members of the GATTwhowere pledged to to the promotion
of world trade on a multilateral and non-diserimantery basis, it was

quite clear thatmere submission of the report totheCONTRACTING PARTIES
would not put an end to this problem.His delegation supoorted the report
and hoped that this problem would betbooughV, examined at the present
session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and, if possible; at the ministerial
meeting as weII. It was his most sincere and -rîiur-st hope that this
problem would find a wav for forward at the present sessionand that concrete
results would beachieved .

He said he had been, first of all, imressed to find in the report
of the Working Party that there hardly existed any longer sufficient
reason for the total refusal of GATT relations with Japan through the
invocation of Article XXXV.In this connexion the Japanese) delegate
referred to the statement by the Working Party that where the original
motive to invoke Article XXXV against Japan was the fear that some Japanese
goods might be imported under such conditions as to result in serious damage
or threat to domestic industries in the countries concerned, the apparent
severity inherent in its invocation was disproportionate to the problems
which had arisen in practice. He also noted that the application of the
Article by a number of important countries exerted an adverseaffect not
only on the trade of Japan, but on the trade of third countries as well.

Referring to theproblem of the invocation of the Article by governments
newly acceding to the General Agreement,Mr. Haguiwara said that this problem
was particularly urgent, because he had noted in the agenda for the, session
the question of the accession of several countries to the GATT. The report
of the Working Party stated that a full exchange of views should be made
before a new -.d.i country decided whether to invoke the articleand,in
fact, the Government of Japan was at present conducting bilateral talks
with some of the countries in question. The Japanese Government hoped that
these negotiations would bear satisfactory results very soon, and if desirable
results could be achieved, one of the most important points of the report
would be said to have already borne fruit
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The problem of the invocatin of Article XXXV against Japan hadalways
beenthegreatest concern to his Government in theirappraisalpfthe General
Agreement and, as the Chairman pointedoit in his opening, address, the problem
was a delegate one. The coming ministerial meeting, which would surely mark
a turning point inthehistory of GATT wpuld provide his delegationwithas
good a chance as could be expected to settle thislong-standig problem. He

was sure that thishope was cherished not only by Japan butalso by those who
were seriously concerned about world economic problemsas a whole.

Mr. VALLADAO (Brazil) recalledthathisGovernment had disinvoked
ArticleXXXVagainst Japam andstated his delegation supported the Recom-
mendations contained in theWorking Party report.

Mr. ARKAAH (Ghana) said thathis delegation hadparticipatedin the

Working Party on the ArticleXXXV review. He noted that thereport of the
Working Party containedspecificRecommendations inrelationto the invocation
of this Articlebycountries accending tothe General Aggrement. In relation
to the earlierremarks by the Executive Secretary to the effect that forsome
accedingcountries the tendency hadbeen toreach hasty decisions toconfirm
the application of Article XXXV incases where it had been previously invoked
by the metropolitan territory, the Ghana delegation had explainedin the
Working, Party that their decision to invoke Article XXXV had not been a hasty
decision, but rather the only appropriate oneunder the conditions that existed
at the time of their application for accession. Hisdelegation wouldhave
like toseesome moredefinite recommendations contained in the report of the
Working Party; for example, arecommendation for the establishment of a standing
committeewhichmight meet annually to discuss the question. While the report
of the last Working Party provide arecommendationwithrespect to precedures
under which bilateral consultationsmightbe carried out, these Recommendations
did not go far enough; in the view of his delegation concerted action was
needed by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Mr. Arkaahstated that at the present time
his Govetnmentwas in the processof conducting bilateral consultations with the
Government of Japan; it wasexpected that these consultations would be con-

cluded Shortly and that in the very near future the Government ofGhana would
be in a position to disinvoke ArticleXXXV.

Mr. TOWNLEY (Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland) stated that the
Federation was at present engaged in a comprehensive trade agreement negotiation
with Japan, the results of which could be forecact. The negotiations were
being conducted against the background of an existing formal arrangement which
had as one of its stated objectiveseventual full most-favoured-nation treat-
ment. His Govement was approachingthis problem witha sympatheticattitude
and considering thata strictlybilatetalmethod of negotiation was the only one
which hold any prospect for a progressive movement by any particular country
towards thedisinvocation of Article XXXV. His Govwrnment could and would
move only as quickly us it was able to resolve the detailed and specific trade
problems directly between the Federation and Japan. The particular reasons
for the invocation of ArticleXXXV varied; therefore his delegation saw little
merit in the suggestion made bytheWorking Party in paragraph 17 of ifs report
that; a collective approach was desirable; there appeared to be no reasonwhy
the exercise by one coni ructinigparty of its rights under Article XXXV should
be formally related to theexercise of similar rights by any other constracting
party. His delegation wasnotconvindedthat the CONTRACTINGPARTIES acting
jointly needed to recommend to countries acceding under ono or otherof the
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provisions of the Agreement that they should afford an opportunity for an
exchange of views to thegovermetsagainst which Article XXXVmight be
invoked. Such opportunities for consultation existed both inside and outside
the GATT. Such action could be construed as saveuring interference or might
suggest that countries accedinginthe future would be subject to certain
pressures. It was the opinion ofhisdelegation that the Working Party in
paragraph 20 of its report had takena much too cynical view of the motives
which might lie behind futureinvocationsof ArticleXXXV. There were certainly
not the motives of his Government. His delegation would not be in favour of
the creation of standing working party toconsult annuly with thecountries
who might still be invoking Article XXXV.

Mr. DE SMET (Belgium) speaking onbehalf of Dc1 n Luxembe.': and the
Netherlands recaled that theBebelux countres had signed a new trade agreement
with Japan in 1960 which was still in force. It provided safeguards with
respect to actual or threatened market dispruotion; at the same time the right
to appeal to Article XXXV of the General Agreement hadbeen held in reserve.
No important or especially difficultproblems had arisen with resoect to the
implementation oftheprovision of the newbilateral tradeagreement;there-
fore, it was hoped that it would not benecessarytocontinue toe invoke
Article XXXV for the length of time originally envisaged. Withj referenceto
the Recommendations of the Working Party, at thetimetheirreport was released th
the representatives of Belgiumand the Netherlands had felt ir necessary to
maintain certain reservations; these reservations no longer existed. As
regards the right of newly independent territeriessuch as the Congo
(Leopoldville), which wereconsidering accession to the GeneralAgrrement,
there was no question of the automatic invocation of ArticleXXXV; these
countries were aware oftheirrights and intwewaraandwould make an indepen-
dent decision on the matter.

BARUN VON PLATEN (Sweden) notedthat tocr were three particular facets to
the problem of the invocation of Article XXXV against Japan; one was legal, one
was practical and one waspsychologicla.His delegation believed that there
was good reason to support a concertedmove towards the disinvocation of
ArticleXXXV on all three counts. Thelegalaspectof the problem was clearly
in Japan's favour. Fromthe practical pointof view, due to the application
of Article XXXV against Japan,it hadbeennecessary for that country to retain
a complex system of import licensing, the operationof which had caused certain
difficulties; the removal of barriers to tradewith Japan could be facilitated
by the disinvocation of ArticleXXXV. Referring to the psychologicalaspect
of the matter Baron von Platen reminded the CONTRACTING PARTIES that ina vry
short time Japan had moved from theposition of a less-developed to that of a
highlly--industrialized. country. He felt that contracting parties should treat
this country, which had emergedso successfully from the less-developed stage,
in a just and generous way. His delegationstronlgly supported the views
expressed by the representative of Japan and hoped that all contracting parties
would shortly find tiemselvea in a position to disinvoke Article XXXV.
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Mr. LINDLEY (UnitedKingdom) stated that his delegation reconized the
great importance to Japan of the problem of Article XXXV. His delegation was
not in a position to comment further at this stage on reservations related to
the Recommendations contained in the report of the Working Party. In 1955
his Government had published a white paper explainingthe reasons for the United
Kingom's action in invoking ArticleXXXV. His Government believed that a
practical solution could only be foundin a bilateral approach to the problem.
At present bilateral negotiations were in progress between the two governments.
If these negotiations reached asatisfactory conclusion on certain aspects of
importance to the twodelegation, it would make a veryvaluable Conbribution
to the solution of the United Kingdom's problem with regard to Article XXXV
and Japan.

Mr. EVANS (United States) stated that while his delegation had supported
the Werking Party report, the adoption of this report did not, by anymeans
solve theproblem with which the CONTRACTING PARTIES hadbeen facedfor a long
time. His Government endersed theconclusions contained in the report and
hoped that thesewould assist the CONTRACTING PARTIES in their further study
of the problem. His Governmenthoped that a maximum number of countries who
now invoked Article XXXV wouldbe in a Position to disinvoke it in the near
future and that acceding governments would give more serious consideration to
alternative ways of solving any problem they had in mind before they decidedto
invoke Article XXXV. His Government falt that this course of action was
desirable not only from the point of view of Japan and from the pointof view
of the general effectiveness of the Agreement, but also from thepoint of view
of the trade interests of other contracting partics since it was difficult to
see how Japan could be expectedto maintain liberal tradepolicies itself
unless it was accorded non-discriminatory treatment.It was encouraging that
Ghana might soon be in aposition to ^-m» -ok=;ArticleXXXV and that a
solution was in the offing as a result of negotiationsbetween the United
Kingdom and Japan. His delegation did not question the legal right of any
contracting party under the circumstandes specified in Article XXXV to invoke
that Article. In their ownimmediats self-interest andin the intrerest of
the success of the General Agreement,itwas to be hoped thatcontracting
parties would use themaximumrestraint in invoking the Article and the
maximum celerity in disinveking it. In the view of his delegation, Whatever
the legal rights might be, it was never the intention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES
in adoptingArticle XXXV to provide bargaining device for the use of one
contracting party against another.HisGovernment cicrred the invocation of
Article XXXV for the purposeof obtaininga bargainingpositionfrom which
special advantages might be obtained. His delegation would be interested to
knowat a latter stagein the discussion whether the, Japanese delegationhad
any proposal regarding appropriate procedures to be adoptedto seek a final
solution to the problem. His delegationwoild supportany proposal whereby
the CONTRACTING PARTIES would initiate during the present session the review
contempIated under Article XXXV:2. His delegation would also be glad to co-
operate in any move towards the establishment of multilateral procedures if
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they should be found nccssary in order to supplement or to make feasible
the results of bilateral discussions between Japan and other countries. It
would appear that a continuation of the WorkingParty would not acccomplish
a Great deal; therefore the CONTRACTING PARTIES should at least begin the
process of seeking a solution at the level of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

Mr. TSHILUMBA-KABISHI (Conge-Leopoldville) stated that the question of
the application of ArticleXXXV to Japanwas of consideration interest to his
Government. The matter was under examination and a decision would be
announced in this regard at the appropriate time.

Mr. CORKERY (Australia) stated that his delegation had participated in
the Working, Party and had endorsed the repert which reccognized certain facts
that had not been sufficiently emphasiszed in the past. His Government had
supported in particular the views expressed inparagraphs 8, 11 and 17 of
L/1545 and supportedespecially the Recommendations contained in the final
two sections of the report.

Mr. CAMPBELL-SMITH (Canada) declaredthat the application of Article XXXV
to Japan had constituted and continued to be a source of weakness in the
effective implementation of theobjectives of the General Agreement. In the
opinion of his delegation Japan should be in a position to enjoy the same
advantages under the General Agreement as these accruing to other contracting
parties. His delegation welcomed and endersed the findings and recommen-
dations contained in the report of the WorkingParty. It was the experience
of his Government that the continuedapplicationofthe provisions of
Article XXXV by some contracting, parties had caused diversions in the normal
pattern and free flow of trade and resulted in dislocations in the markets of
countries which remained open to imports from Japan. His Government stcod
ready to support any proposal whose objective would be the disinvocation of
Article XXXV by all contracting parties.

Mr.DATSON (NewZealand) stated that his delegation enlorsed the remarks
made by previous speakers concerning the report of the Working Party. The
report indicated clearly some of the problems leading up to and resulting
from the decision to invoke Article XXXVagainst Japan. The report laid
stress on a number of aspects of the matter, all of which needed to be con-
sidered, these aspects varied in importance according to the type of ecnomy
the degree of industrialization and the exinstence of domestic logislation in
different countries to deal with the situation. Independent, regulations on
trading relationships between Japan and contracting, parties had been made
individually, bearing in mind these relevant factors. His delegation wished
to draw particular attention to the section of the WorkinhParty report that
mentioned the fact that the invocation of Article XXXV as such did not
necessarily constitute an inhibition to the expansion of trade between the
countries concerned. In fact, it appeared from the discussion in the
Working, Party and from the examination of statistics provided by the Japanese
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delegation that agreator degreeof discrimination was practised bycome
countrias not invokingArticleXXXV than by some who were invoking it. The
question of diserimination was a matter for consideration under the relevant
articles of theAgreement. It appeared thatthe situation hadnot improved
to any marked extent over the last few years.Trade between Japanand New
Zealand, however, had steadily and substantially increased both absolutelyand
as a percentage of his country's totaltrade. Hisdelegation was of the
opinian that the time would comegeneralsolution to theproblem could
be found, such a solution wouldhave to deal with thefearof diffidulties
that might arise froma sudden large influx if imports from Japan. A solution
would need toem,nb . safeguardswhichcould be used by contracting parties
under appropriate circumstance. There was a safeguard in theNew XealandAgreement withJapan,uponwhich a general solution mightbe based. In
accordance withthe provisions ofbilateralagreement his Governmeent had
accorded most-favoured-nation treatment to Japan both regards tariffs and
the administration of import controls.Consultations under thisibilateral
agreement were scheduled to take place shortlythevarious points raised at
theWorking Party meeting andat the session would no doubtbe fully discussed
with aview to arrivingat an eventual answer to the problem.

Mr.c FJi,{.k(.I.ifi..u,, (Japan) expressedthe approciationof his Government for the
sympathy and understanding thathad expressed during the discussion in
both the meetings ofthe WorkingParty andatthesession. Hecalled attention
to the urgency of theproblemin view of the aspectsrelated tothe programme
for the progressiverenewalofuantitative restrictionsenvisagedbyhis
Government (L/1618).Despite the difficulties confrontingthe Japanese economy
his Goverment was planning to achieve its objective of a 90per cent
liberalization of itstradebytheendpf Seprembernext.Atthe seventeenth
session his deldgation had expressed serioussri .iu: 1M, regarding the implications
of the invocation of ArticleXXXV against Japan (L/1391) .His Government new
found itself facedwith the dilemma foreseen at thatsession, .» i whether it
should extend liberalization measures to countrieswhopersistently retained
restrictions againstJapanese experts. Ithad beenthehope of his Government
that solutions mightbe found through bilateralnegotiation . The realization
of 2solution achievedthroughthe concerted actionofthe CONTRACTING PARTIES
would enable his Government to avoid the non-extension of liberalization
measures to certain contracting parties. The reportof the Working Partu did
not deal with these problems.lIt was the hopeof hisGovernment that the
ArticleXXXV reviewwouldbecontinueduntil a so;ution was found,appropriate
prodedures to be. fellowed in thisregard might be disscussedat theministerial
meeting and this item might be included on theagendaagain later in the
session in ordertopermitintheinterimperiod furtherdiscussionsofthe

matters betweenhisdelegationandvariousotherdelegations.
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The CHAIRMANstatedthat the suggestionforconcertedaction by the
CONTRACTINGPARTIES on the problemsrelatedtotheapplication of Article XXXV
to Japan appeared to offer an appropriate solution although this did notpreclude the possibilitiesofprogressthroughbilaterla negotiations. In the

light of thediscussionsitwouldbeappropriate for the item tobe placed on
the agendaforfurtherdiscussionaftertheministeral meeting.

The procedure wasagreed.
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3. Retirement of the Deputy Executive Secretary

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY recalled that earlier in the year he had indicated
with profound regret the decision of the Deputy Executive Secretary to retire
at the end of the year. Fortunately, Mr. Royer would be available after his
retirement to undertake certain specific important functions as a consultant,
but this would be the last session in which he would be sitting with the
CONTRACTING PARTIES as Deputy Executive Secretary. Jean Royer had brought
to the service of the CONTRACTING PARTIES a glittering display of qualities;
he had an extraordinarily powerful intelligence, a long experience as an
important official of the French Government and as a former servant of
the League of Nations; he had an exceptional command of the diverse
tongues in which the work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES had to be conducted.
Mr. Royer also had an inexhaustible reserve of technical competent knowledge
and experience, all of which he had placed at the disposal of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES as a whole, and to each and every one of the contracting parties
who, from time to time, had sought his assistance. The impact of these
rare qualities on the work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES could not fail to
be great, allied as they were to an unswerving faith in the basic importance
of the great political and humanitarian aims which the General Agreement
was serving. The Executive Secretary wished to be the first to thank
Mr. Royer for his loyalty and to wish him the best of health and enjoyment
in, what he hoped would be, the rather easier days which lay before him.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES supported with enthusiasm the statement of the
Executive Secretary by a standing ovation.

Mr. ANDRE PHILIP (France) and many representatives of other contracting
parties, and the representative of the International Monetary Fund, endorsed
wholeheartedly the tribute paid to Mr. Royer by the Executive Secretary.

The meeting adjourned at 6.45 p.m.


